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For those on your list who are wild at heart, gift them with the perfect items to enjoy all aspects of the great outdoors in style and comfort.
1. Coleman Silverton 25° Sleeping Bag (http://d.sg/J8S)
Your giftee will be one happy camper with this warm and cozy sleeping bag. The mummy shape features narrow shoulder and hip widths to maximize warmth and
reduce weight—great for both car camping and backpacking. Plus, the Coletherm and Thermolock technologies keep the heat trapped inside for chilly outdoor trips.
2. CamelBak Arete 18 70 oz. Hydration Pack (http://d.sg/J8T)
Keep your adventurer’s thirst quenched with this 2-in-1 hydration pack, holding 70 ounces of water while offering storage for extra gear and food. The on-the-go
design means never having to stop to take a sip, whether hiking, mountain biking, or exploring.
3. Outdoor Tech Buckshot Pro All-In-One Speaker (http://d.sg/J92)
Being outdoorsy often means being resourceful, which makes this all-in-one pick an ideal gift to give. A wireless speaker connects via Bluetooth-enabled devices for
up to 10 hours of music and doubles as a handy flashlight and charger for small electronics.
4. Grand Trunk Double Parachute Nylon Hammock (http://d.sg/J93)
In the backyard or on an epic adventure, nature lovers will enjoy receiving this relaxing gift. The hammock’s high-strength nylon fabric stays cool even as the
temperature rises, ensuring comfort while catching a snooze in the sun or shade.
5. Coleman CPX6 Classic XL 350L LED Lantern (http://d.sg/J94)
Need a bright gift idea? This lantern offers a superior light source using Cree LED technology, which means a lifetime of light without ever needing to replace the
tube.
6. Field & Stream Men’s Flannel Long Sleeve Shirt (Red/Black Buffalo Plaid) (http://d.sg/J95)
Whether your giftee loves plaid for function or fashion, this flannel can withstand a day’s worth of hard work or a night out on the town. No matter what’s in store,
he’ll look sharp, stylish, and stay comfortable.
7. Patagonia Women’s Los Gatos Hooded Vest (http://d.sg/J96)
Update her cold-weather style with a new take on an old favorite. She’ll look camping chic while staying warm and cozy thanks to this reversible vest boasting deeppile polyester fleece and an oversized, diamond quilted hood.
8. Timberland Mountain Madison Messenger Bag (http://d.sg/J97)
Influenced by outdoor style and design, this casual canvas and leather constructed bag is great for the giftee on-the-go. The main compartment includes a flap
closure system to quickly stash or access gear when needed.
9. Burton Men’s DND Beanie (http://d.sg/J98)
Give the gift of comfort with this slouch-fit beanie. The fine knit keeps warmth inside while the acrylic fabric feels soft against skin. Pair it with presents of gloves and
a neck gaiter to complete the classic cold-day look.
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